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Introducing Paxton’s report
We are committed to promoting equality at Paxton, and we recognise the
immense value that comes from a diverse workforce. Continuous improvement
is central to our company culture and as such, we are always looking for areas
in which we can become a better employer.
Decisions regarding new appointments are always, and I hope always will be,
made on a merit basis. We have internal checks to verify this, such as ensuring
the gender mix of successful candidates correlates with the mix of applicants.
It would be easy to dismiss our gender pay gap as a societal problem, with a
clear gender imbalance in the technology sector. However, as a responsible
and progressive employer we know we have an important role to play in
working towards true gender equality in our industry. Here are some measures
we are taking as a result…

• Family friendly working policies
• Working with our local universities to promote equality through our scholarship program
• Working with The Girls Network to provide school-leavers with mentors and visibility of the opportunities open to
them in technology

In true Paxton style, we plan to continuously seek feedback in our bid for progress.
Adam Stroud
CEO

Calculating the gender pay gap
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The difference = median hourly pay gap

The difference = mean hourly pay gap

The median pay gap is the difference between the midpoints
in the ranges of hourly earnings of men and women. It takes
all salaries in the sample, lines them up in order from lowest
to highest, and picks the middle salary.

The mean gender pay gap is the difference between the
average earnings of all men and all women at Paxton.
Male
employees

Female
employees
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Results
Quartile
Upper

82% MEN

18% WOMEN

UP 4.76%*

Upper middle

82% MEN

18% WOMEN

Overall
headcount
Overall headcount: 283
The following data
pertains to 200 full pay
relevant employees†

Women

22%

DOWN 9.54%*

Lower middle

76% MEN

24% WOMEN

Men

78%

DOWN 7.88%*

Lower

70% MEN

30% WOMEN

Not placed on furlough
leave on 5th April 2020
†

UP 0.59%*

Gender pay / Equal pay

Understanding the data

What is a quartile?

The gender pay gap is different to equal
pay. Equal pay (Equality Act 2010) sets
out that men and women doing the
same job, undertaking the same work
must receive equal pay. The gender pay
gap is a measure of the difference in the
average earnings of women and men
across an organisation. It is expressed as
a percentage of men’s earnings.

The main reason for these gaps is that
we have more men than women at
Paxton, and this includes our senior
roles. Generally the number of women
working in each quartile has decreased
from 2019, this is primarily due to
the number of female staff placed on
furlough leave in 2020.

The above data has been arranged
into quartiles. Quartiles represent a
salary pay band with the lower quartile
showing new or entry level positions,
and the upper quartile showing the
split of men and women in senior
positions and therefore the highest
pay bands.

Pay gap
Paxton
pay gap

National
average gap**

Paxton
bonus gap

MEAN

MEAN

MEAN

15%

11.5%

79%

MEDIAN

MEDIAN

MEDIAN

14%

7.4%

-4%

*From 2019

**2020 provisional data from ons.gov.uk

Proportion of employees
receiving a bonus payment

22%

78%

= to 20
female
employees

= to 71
male
employees
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Closing the gap
This year, our Gender Pay Gap is calculated from a data
snapshot on 5th April 2020. We have seen improvement
over the last year as a result of our long-term strategy to
close the gap.

Supporting our colleagues during this time

Continuous areas of focus and improvement

• We increased maternity leave to 6 months full pay and
paternity leave to 1 month full pay

• We continue to educate our employees on how they can

take advantage of shared parental, adoption, surrogacy &
flexible working options

Throughout 2020 the pandemic brought significant changes
and challenges. As a company striving for continuous
improvement, we are used to listening to what’s important to
our colleagues and taking action.

• We continue to work with our hiring managers on

• Ensuring all employees could work flexible hours to

• We are proud to offer amazing training & personal

support the challenges of home schooling

• Flexible working arrangements for those employees who
could not work from home

• Voluntary furlough to assist employees as required
As a company with
significantly more male
employees, we want to
ensure all employees have
strong female role models

unconscious bias in hiring of candidates ensuring a
genuine level of consistency across the organisation
development opportunities to all Paxton employees and
continue to receive positive feedback on this - 77% of
our people agree their job is good for their own personal
growth

We remain committed to proactively and regularly seeking
feedback from our employees as to what’s working for them
and how we can improve in this area.
Together we’ll keep working towards closing the gender pay
gap and ensure genuine equality and balance at Paxton.

Genuine progression & visible role models

• We ensure there is a strong women’s network at Paxton. In

our recent virtual celebration of International Women’s Day,
our female colleagues stated they have a good network of
strong females within their working environment

• This allows us to coach, mentor and support all of our

colleagues across Paxton ensuring each of our employees
has a ‘voice’

• We grow and develop our people across the organisation,
making use of maternity leave cover as opportunities for
existing employees to step up into senior leadership roles

• We have recruited a female leader in our Development
Department for 2020

Nicola O’Donnell
HR Director

